2008 honda cr-v

Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. This SUV's age shouldn't matter because it still drives as good as ever. It's a 4 cylinder
Blue SUV that helps make driving safer for the whole family. Since there has been a Napleton in
your neighborhood. Your business is important and you can count on us to handle it as such
now and in the future. Our inventory is constantly updating, contact our showroom if you don't
see exactly what you want, if we don't have it, well get it! Other values on in-store manager
specials, loaners, demos and late model used vehicles are available in-store to save you more!
Top value is paid for your trade-in here at Napleton's! We are as competitive as any offering you
will find in the market, give us the opportunity to earn your business! See dealer for details.
Looking for a family vehicle? It is a super clean one-owner SUV, one of the best that we have
ever seen. There is no evidence that this SUV has ever been wrecked or had any body work
done to it at all. Highway driving is a breeze with the strong running 2. The sporty handling will
make driving fun and help you gracefully handle even the toughest of curves and turns. Have
fun enjoying the great outdoors with this off-road suspension. Two things essential to every
king was his castle and royal carriage. While getting your own castle may be a bit of a
challenge, you can still travel like a royalty. The flawless finish looks like it was just driven off
the lot. The condition of the interior will have you believing that you just bought a brand new
SUV. We want to make sure our customers have confidence buying from us. Nobody wants a
car that has been through the ringer. Call us for information about our optional extended
warranty packages that we have available. We offer great low monthly payments to qualified
buyers with low money down and your clean used trade-in. Call us to day at to find out more.
Come swing by today and check out this great deal, we are only minutes from Clifton!
Body-colored moldings. Well maintained. Runs and drives great! Perfect family vehicle. Perfect
first car! AWD, 2. Prices are subject to change, and prior sales are excluded. While every
reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this information, we are not responsible for
any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please verify any information in question
with the dealer. Good Credit, Bad credit, Financing for all! Come see us today! Buy Here Pay
Here! No credit check! Plus government fees and taxes,any finance charges, any dealer
document processing charge, any electronic filing charge, and any emission testing charge.
Please call to schedule a test drive today! Braking performance is top-notch as well. We'll
introduce you to all the affordable trim models available, getting you behind the wheel of your
top choices. Our finance department can explore your loan options, providing you with
assistance if need be, so make your way over from Neptune, NJ to our Eatontown location.
Minor blemishes inside and out. It has an accident n Carfax reported as Minor. See our
inventory at Herlong Chevrolet Buick Inc. Shall not be responsible for errors, omissions, or
availability. Glacier Blue Metallic exterior and Gray interior. Better crash test ratings than RAV4.
However, we're more than just a dealership. We're also proud to be your neighbors and partners
during your car-buying adventure. No matter if you're looking for a new Honda, flexible
financing, or professional service for your vehicle, our friendly and experienced team is here for
you. Based on EPA mileage ratings. Use for comparison purposes only. On Approved Credit.
Glacier Blue Metallic 2. Chat, click, call, or visit! Popular searches. My notifications My Account.
Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius.
Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine
and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 8, Manual 7. Engine Type Gas 8, Cylinders 4 cylinders 8,
Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops.
Know The Deal. Price Drop. No accidents. New Listing. Title issue. Showing 1 - 18 out of 9,
listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Average 26 mpg mixed driving. Drove mi cross country, with
cargo tray on hitch lbs of stuff on it, lb dog inside with seats folded down of course, 70 mph and
I averaged 30 mpg on hwy. Power is good for a 4 cyl and a lb car. The design of the cars interior
will grow on you, very thoughtful and utilitarian design that you will appreciate the longer you
drive it. It is a car that is a good compromise of reliability,room, and economy! I had a Suburban
that could not pass a repair shop. The CRV likes to pass gas stations and thats great! Read
more. Read less. Sign Up. The rear seat is roomy, the interior is flexible, and handling is
improved. Simple controls, a steady ride, and a smooth, responsive powertrain are strengths,
but the sleek styling has a negative effect on visibility and cargo space. In most cases,
automotive warranties are based on the vehicle identification number VIN , and the warranty will
be valid regardless of ownership. The dealership can tell you exactly how much warranty is left.
The owner comments describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. The first
time was on a trip and the compressor original stoped working and eventually froze. Since there
is only one belt for everything, the belt burned up and broke. Seems like this could be avoided
with better design. It costs way too much to have it fixed. This is upsetting". No air available.
Compressor failed lost refrigerant". I drove 5 hours of a 10 hours trip in degree heat. Talk about

bad timing! Failure to keep cabin cool in the heat. More noticeable on driver side. Impurities
from the system cause it to fail". Compressor was replaced with a new one". I took it in and had
it recharged-still didn't work. Fixed, no further issues. These two repeated issues have cost me
a lot of money. Replaced compressor. The AC failed When I contacted honda they said the
recall had ended. I was so pissed". Hopefully I get another 9 yrs out of it lol Taken it back 4
times--they can't find the problem--just say low on Freon--but I know this is not the case.
Problem solved! When it was cooling it would get the air coming out of the registers to 40F, but
then it might stop for as much 20 minutes before coming on again. Turned out that the clutch
was not working correctly. Cannot pinpoint the problem. Now I never touch the controls other
than the fan speed. It seems to be working. I leave the temp. Took to private shop who
diagnosed a problem with the compressor. They replaced the compressor". There had been
extention of factory coverage to 7 years due to part failures. We had our car for 8 years before
the AC failed". Needed to replace whole unit". This caused the serpentine belt to also fail".
Expensive repair". Had it recharged. It worked for another month. Now, 8 months later, it is not
working again, so I assume it's the compressor. The radiator shop where I took it told me the
CRVs often need the compressors replaced". Compressor was replaced". Required replacement
of the compressor and evaporator, plus a full flush, evacuate, and recharge". I guess Honda
planned this well". Since my extended warranty expired 6 months earlier , I called American
Honda to see if they would cover any of the repair cost They offered to cover Eighty five percent
of the repair costs I accepted". This past year it also seized stopped spinning causing the
serpentine belt to overheat and break". Needed to be replaced". Compressor is shot". Thought
it would be covered under re-call or technical service bulletin, but Honda didn't allow it". I fixed
myself by replacing a relay. Before, the Ac compressor and clutch had to be replaced". New one
installed". Lack of cooling in hot temps. Was covered by recall". Honda Repair Shop determined
that the Compressor was faulty and replaced it". Dealer replaced under special warranty". Had
diagnosed at 2 different shops. Both said bad compressor. Honda would not cover any
expense. Did not repair. Will probably get another vehicle soon". Dealer replaced at no charge
to me. No problems since. I spend much of year in Florida. Used air cond a lot. Did very little
driving in snow". The problem was faulty electronics". The dealership worked with Honda and
got our repair bill cut in half. Very happy with the service from our dealership and with Honda's
ability to reduce our bill". Honda knew problem, issued "bulletin" but no recall". That part is not
sold separately but requires an entire replacement. Very expensive". Long story; Mark ".
Compressor was locked up and required replacing". Later learned it was a recall and Honda
refunded money spent to repair". Took to dealer after researching issue discovered TSB and
extended recall. No issues since. Kudo's to Honda". Was assured that everything had been
checked and worked. Tried the AC for the first time recently. Air blows, but is not cool. Have
appointment to determine the issue. Car dealer refuses to fix it". It was repaired free due to a
previous recall". Fixed for free. Failed again 12 months and 3 days later. Replaced with
aftermarket. No point in using a Honda one with known problems". Well known Honda CR-V
problem. Honda repaced it on an extended warranty". The fan was working but there was hot air
coming out. I had it fixed immediately and it was very expensive. Other than that problem, I love
the car". Needs fixed". I have had this worked on by the dealer multiple times and there is still a
problem. Dealer says it is working fine". Windshield fogs when AC cycles off, then clears when
AC cycles on. Dealer claims operation is normal". And it completely stalled out. Honda
estimated a charge of several hundred dollars. An independent shop found an electrical element
failed, cost almost nothing. After a few minutes, I returned to the mechanics and insisted on a
check, and sure enough there was a leak. I'd had the car for 10 years by then, so i knew
something wasn't right. I had to overcome the female instinct to agree the guy was right, and
keep on insisting until they agreed and repaired. Im not a motorhead but see previous
comments about AC". It got a hole in it". It was upsetting because it failed after the extended
warranty for this part". No further problems". Honda did cover all but deductible". Something
was blocking the vents, even though the car was producing heat". Replaced the compressor a
few years back. During the summer of '17 it worked only part time. It would cool for a while then
stop. It is doing it now and I have an appointment with a local repair shop tomorrow to try to fix
it. Needs recharged after one year. No great surprise due to high mileage". Refrigerant was low,
and the relay switch had to be replaced. Dealer can't find leak and just recharges". I took it to
local dealership yesterday. They were unsure how to solve problem but replaced coolant with
added dye in case leakage was source of problem. AC still not working. Back to dealership on
Monday. First big probl". Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment,
steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel
balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. They replaced both
sides. Put in adjustable arms". Their expense". Didn't replace, just added fluid once and it's

been fine. Hard to trace the source but all Fluids were at proper levels except the Power
Steering which was below minimum level required. Took it in and it was the power steering rack.
It was probably leaking the day we bought it - another inspection item they should have
detected. It was replaced under warranty one of the times and has since failed again. Immediate
repair was not required; I have been able to drive safely by periodically adding a small amount
of fluid to the power steering fluid reservoir". Did not fix problem, added power steering fluid
and all has been fine". Because we drive the car so little they said we could probably get by with
just keeping an eye on t". Small leak, not worth addressing at this time, but annoying
nonetheless due to replacement cost". Simple fix with help from Google". Dealer replaced fluid
and cleaned out the power steering reservoir". Has to wrestle with steering wheel. Told Hondai
that steering was not assisted They said power steerng was on". I replaced rears. Requires both
front struts to be replaced. They could no longer absorb road vibrations. Replaced them with
new ones. Replaced in June but issue had caused misalignment of tires and uneven Tire wear.
Later, I noticed that the car did not recover well after going over a bump. It did not"hold the
road" well. I don't remember the specific problem he noted. There were additional repairs that
were needed to install the new struts. The struts had not failed and he recommended that I have
the work done within months. City needs more attention to streets". Our Nissan has yet to need
this repair". After new shocks were installed there was a loud squeaking from the rear. I took
the car back to the dealership, and over the next month, the rear passenger s". Dealer replaced
under extended warranty". Honda replaced both front struts at their expense". Had to be
replaced. We need to get fixed or buy new car. Now the problem is resurfacing again". Steering
fine after replacement". Not something we should've had to replace on just a 7 year old car".
Whole assembly had to be replaced". They find nothing wrong but it is very annoying and
unsafe. Not only is it the steering wheel, but now the rear view mirror vibrates as well". The car
is 12 years old. That shop will stand behind their repairs if there is a problem". Local shop
checked and found no problems. Some time much later, over 6 months, wheel bearings were
found to be the issue and I had to leave the car for a couple of days for the expensive repair to
be completed. Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery, battery
cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure,
spark plugs and wires failure. A problem because my father uses an oxygen concentrator which
needs power so the battery doesn't discharge". Repaired by dealer. See the reports logged with
the national highway safety administration for details. So far no one has fallen out of the car.
However, a child was locked in once. We took it to Honda, who did the repair for all the doors.
We hope to get a refund from the class action that we received in the mail". I finally just set it 3
ahead and it's good now". Normal problem for this model". Replaced the units with LED
headlamps". Getting closer to considering replacing this car and that cost is too big of
investment at this time. Only the top or the bottom works, but not both at the same time. When
they are working it doesn't produce very much warmth. I'm not having it fixed". Gets lose and
pops out easily. My mechanic told me the fix would be very expensive. I chose not to repair due
to the age of the vehicle. Dealer said whole assembly must be replaced. Found cheap switches
on Amazon that fixed one of them, but not the other. Smacking it once or twice temporarily fixes
it". I end up at O'Reillys buying my own". Also the rear passenger unlock mechanism issues a
loud shriek when the auto unlock button is activated". It has been replaced once, but it did not
work. No one seems to know what the problem is to be able to fix it". Must manually open car
with key. While driving- auto lock feature randomly triggets". They would automatically lock
again after unlocking. There was a recall on it, but it didn't cover all the locks, just driver's side.
We had to pay to have all of them replaced. It was eventually resolved but we are unsure if it will
happen again or not. So it is a known Honda issue with the door lock actuators". When you
accelerate, the doors try to automatically lock and the same thing occurs". When I bought it
emergently since my pilot was totaled, I asked the salesperson why the car locks kept going off
and on. She said it was a safety feature. I have had to have the lock system repaired twice, once
through a recall and the car still locks itself even with the keys in it! Unfortunately, my car was
broken into before the notice came out that brought the problem to my attention". I could not
lock the car using the keyless system. PLUS I could not lock the car or unlock the car from
inside the car. They said that my car was not within a recall. Now I am part of a call action suit.
Recently Honda has issued a recall on my car and said I will be". Honda issued a recall notice
for this and it was recently fixed". On one occassion the doors automatically locked when I had
the keys in the ignition and the engine running. I believe that Honda has a settlem". The cost
was over to repair all three - they didn't happen all at once. Rec'd the notice of the recall just a
couple of months ago. We sent in all of the repair paperwork to see if we can get reimbursed".
Car will sometimes not stay locked when locking the car with key fob. Car alarm sounds
intermittently without provocation". Locks repeatedly lock and unlock as you are driving. Alarm

goes off when you hit lock twice". The OBD reader also does not detect any problem with the
vehicle. The dealership wants to charge a lot of money just to figure out the issue when the
TPMS itself could be faulty. Irritated me that it was so expensive to fix, even though I recognize
that keeping a car past 10 years will mean you face issues like these. The TPMS lights come on
an go off randomly. Replaced all 4 sensors in the tires but it still does it randomly. Because this
system is poorly designed we can not find which one is dead or all of them are dead. This will
cost a fair amount to get fixed as there are no other reasons to remove the tires from the rims. I
replaced the monitor once, now I just ignore the yellow light. I replaced all the sensors a few
years back when I replaced the tires. The TPMS light comes on randomly and stays on for
minutes to days. Seems to happen the most when temps are changing or on longer drives in
inclement weather. Just annoying. Works otherwise. It may stay on for several days and finally
go off. It's been "repaired" twice". I didn't know until I inquired with the service department that
this is likely due to the battery in one of the TPMS sensors. I'll wait until the light is on full-time
before I pay to have it fixed. No one told me that these batteries don't last for the life of the car".
Very strange". It happens almost continuously, though there is no problem with the gas cap or
anything else in the car that we know of. Purchased it Jan 28, ". This makes it very difficult to
get the car smog check". Problem took over a month to properly diagnose and repair". The front
right inner fender had to be removed to make the repair. Was able to order a refurb motor from
O'Reilly and replaced it myself by following service videos on YouTube. Required new motor -motor replaced". Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors,
pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. Replacement caliper locked up within
days, requiring both new caliper and rotor to be replaced". Required sanding of rotor and
replacing of pads.. This also happened approx. The hub cap was red hot--". No warranty. Brake
jobs were normal. With my Honda CR-V ,very frequent brake jobs. Very impressive. Work was
completed satisfactorily at the Honda dealership". Replaced pads and disks after about miles of
use. Brakes squeaked. Nothing that worried me. I was told at a regular service check up at the
dealership that my brakes needed fixing. So I went ahead and had the job done". After a few
weeks of loss of brakes, I took it to a dealer for a complete brake job. New pads, rotors turned,
everything is fine". Routine inspections found them to be normal, and replacements were within
range of expectations". It begins with a strange whirring sound coming from the wheel. Both
times when I've taken it to a garage for repair, they have found that the brakes on that wheel are
much more worn than the brake on the right rear wheel. For whatever reason, this has
happened twice now. It's been the reason that my gas mileage has been so bad. It's like driving
with my foot on the brake all the time. Now that it's repaired, my mileage has gone up
significantly to 24 - 25 mpg. Had to replace rotors, pads and recondition calipers twice in that
time frame". Previously over a year ago the right wheelbearing needed replacing. Told me no
need to replace brake disks yet". Live in mountains - windy roads - sheer drop. No warning
before that day". I assume this is due to the rotors being worn down unevenly. This was the first
time I replaced the rotors since purchasing the car. Within six months the rotors went bad. The
car would shudder when I stepped on the brake and the steering wheel would vibrate when I
stepped on the brake. My mechanic said the rotors must have been defective. He machined
them and reinstalled them and that solved the problem. The pads were still fine". Then get new
calipers". The technician suggested that both rear rotors be replaced before returning home".
Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust.
Glue by dealer lasts a while but has recently come loosed again. To replace molding would
require removing windshield at a high cost". I taped it down with duct tape and am waiting for
the part to come in so I can have it repaired". Dealer has informed us this is a normal problem".
Had local shop reinstall, but didn't stay. Also, seals around doors keep coming off. Judging
from where the patches were, I assumed they were caused by the overhead units in 'drive
though' car washes impacting on the paint. Insurance company repaired dents. This problem
started about 2 years ago. It is a proble on other models but not on the CRV, at least that is what
Honda states". Cost too much for me to repair this myself". There was rust forming in t he same
area". It is fading randomly and looks twice as old as it should". Local dealer serviced the recall.
Problem reoccurred. Local dealer refused to even look at the problem". They refused to
consider alternate locations. They've als". The rust began to appear after only 2 or 3 years of
use". May be from old stone chips". I had to have a new one ordered and installed". I expect
better from Honda. I went to the dealership but no problem was found but I still had a door that
rattled. I bought some silicone spray, sprayed the door gasket and the rattling stopped for
now". I hear rattles which I can't locate. One is by the dash and the other is in the driver side
door". The car is extremely noisy particularly when driving on expressway. Many of my
passengers have remarked that it is really loud, hearing the road noises. This is definitely
something I will consider when purchasing a new vehicle in the future". When driving 60 to 70

mph, it is almost impossible to carry on a conversation or hear the radio". Bluetooth , voice
control commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e. Required 2 visits
to dealer to get fixed". I had to have a new unit placed". It would cost to much money to repair
it! Another reason I will never purchase a Honda Vehicle!! My instrument cluster crapped out.
None of the techs dealership had seen it before. When I took it to the dealer the 1st time, they
were unable to diagnose the problem which was very irritating. The 2nd time I took it in they had
to change the entire dashboard electronics. Unable to set time". So there is nothing but the
message on the screen. Usually happens when the car hits a bump in the road. No other
comments to make. It covers all responses". We get basic radio but the screen is really unUSble
for anything else". Continuous unable to read dvd error message. Laser diode not accessible.
Opened console up to disconnect power to the unit. Screen goes blank on startup, never
recovers GPS capabilities". Couldn't change channels or operate any of the buttons.
Occasionally, it would just start working out of the blue, then die again. AUX port does not
work". XM has intermittent signal. Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks.
Replaced all bolts that hold the 2 pieces". It should not have disintegrated that quickly, but they
should have replaced it under warranty". It had been "repaired" with a large hose clamp used to
hold it together. The shield itself is fine, other than it splitting apart, so I am still using it". I took
it to the dealer in the morning, and had it back that afternoon. No charge, but they found a
dozen other small things that they wanted to fix. I took it to my local mechanic, and he said to
ignore their findings, they just wanted to drum up business. It took 6 months to replace and the
dealer hazels me about it. There was a 4 month wait for the passenger side airbag to be
replaced. Vehicle usually driven in province with heavy use of road salt". Power or manual
windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat
controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. It is about three inches long, does not interfere
with vision. It has been replaced twice and continues to crack". The failure mode matches a
recall, but these were already serviced for that specific recall, which means that these are repeat
failures. I had to pay out of pocket to fix them. The failure mode is that after being unlocked,
they will immediately albeit somewhat slowly re-lock. A person trying to enter or leave the car
has only about a half second window to open the door. I was unable to lock the door. It is the
second door lock actuator on my car that failed since I bought the car. The first actuator that
failed was on the rear passenger side. I had to take it into the repair shop and leave it for a day.
It broke and was fixed in the summer of Also, left armrest replaced to remedy worn and torn
upholstery. They had a recall on the drivers side but only covered repairs to the passenger side
briefly and we missed the window of time. I contacted American Honda to appeal as I read in
your magazine. This also made it impossible to open the tailgate because apparently there is
some sort of connection between the mechanisms. My mechanic had to pull off the panel on the
rear passenger door, break the door lock in order to open the door, and then install a new door
lock. That then allowed the tailgate to open". Repairs covered by Honda recall". It's been
covered by a recall--but I've had at least 4 recalls on this car. Things are leaking, warning lights
go on and off. I will not ever buy a Honda again". We would have to use unlock and quick open
the door before it would relock. This was for all doors. It didn't matter if it was the key lock or
the button by the driver". Rear gate lock would not open when hot outside. Honda refused to fix.
Eventually I got a 'class action settlement' notice saying Honda would replace the driver side
lock which had not failed and re". Door would unlock spontaneously". Has problem with door
lock actuators". Actuators needed replacing". Turned out drive belt needed to be replaced. After
being replaced at dealership, car would vibrate when idling. It was better for a while, but
vibration is still there. When driving at night with few cars around and on a smooth road, there
were serious vibrations felt on the floorboard and brake pedal. Turns out the tie rods were worn
out and there was also a rear wheel bearing failing low rumble noise that is very distinct if you
have experienced it before. I am upset that the Honda Dealership did their 'used car inspection'
to be called a certified used car. I don't see how they could have missed these problems if they
really inspected it. They gave it a new State Vehicle Inspection when these issues should have
'failed' the inspection and been fixed by them. Replaced motor mounts but still vibrations.
Burned out. One door failed twice, while the others each failed once. I finally started replacing
the part myself because it got to be so expensive. Honda paid no attention to the issue which
was frequently reported until it finally had to acknowledge it, but they weren't about to
reimburse customers who had already had to replace the part multiple times. No more Honda's
for me. This is the second Honda starter failure we have experienced at about this mileage
range, first on a CR-V and this time on a CR-V". It could only roll. I had to get it towed- thanks to
AAA, that was free. Repairman said the stability control had gone into emergency mode, so the
car thought I was skidding and cut off communication to the gears. Very scary, and on the
coldest day of the year. Literally traded it in yesterday for a RAV4. I consider dangerous as it

wanted to take you off the road". Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control module,
keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn,
gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security system. You get home, put the
car in the garage and turn it off thinking that when you started it the battery sounded a little
weak, look in their manual and it stated, don't turn off the engine. Had it towed to my mechanic
thinking, It's the alternator. It was. He put in a factory spec rebuilt. They replaced the alternator.
That said, I think at miles we got all the life out of it. I think I should have replaced it many miles
ago". Had to replace battery. Gas mileage was dropping. Difficult to access, so relatively high
labor cost. Starter had to be replaced. Only twice did I have to try the key more than twice and
that was wks before it quit altogether. And not in the week prior. But it was the starter". Took 3
separate appointments over 2. I brought my car to Honda. They fixed it, but since then my gas
mileage has slipped". Replaced gas cap as the display stated. I have other emission problems".
Very dismayed at having to replace this because everyone told me that the catalytic converter is
supposed to last the life of the vehicle". This usually corrects itself". Despite 3 trips to dealer,
problem still exists. I checked the code and it pointed to an oxygen sensor. I replaced both
oxygen sensors myself. Have not had it repaired yet. Gear selector or linkage, leaks,
transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting,
slipping transmission. Honda dealership performed transmission burnish procedure. As
recommended by maintenance minder systems". Cost me bucks to fix". The car was having
issues shifting rarely. When I looked it up, it indicated transmission issue and the car should
not be driven. Immediately made an appointment to get the issue repaired. The issue was one of
the transmission sensors. No big deal". It took 3 days to get the part". Changed fluid when at
dealership". Diagnosis was inconsistent with manual trouble table, but replacement solved the
issue. Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. It needed an
entire replacement". Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine
knock or ping, oil leaks. Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or
supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. This is a known problem and is considered a recall
beginning with models". Dealer said head gasket had failed. Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze
leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a
member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used
There are 10 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. See All. Owner Satisfaction. Crash and Rollover
Tests. Road Test Results. Performance Performance. Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration
tests are conducted on a smooth, flat pavement straightaway at the track. The time in seconds
that a vehicle takes to reach 60 mph from a standstill with the engine idling. Transmission
Transmission Transmission performance is determined by shifting smoothness, response,
shifter action, and clutch actuation for manual transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel Economy We
perform our own fuel-economy tests, independent of the government's often-quoted EPA
figures and the manufacturers' claims. Using a precise fuel-flow measuring device spliced into
the fuel line, we run two separate circuits to represent city and highway consumption. CR's
Overall Mileage CR's Overall Mileage CR's overall mileage is a composite of measured fuel
usage on a prescribed city course and highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip of mixed
driving, if tested. In recent road tests, we've discontinued the mile trip test. Braking Braking The
braking rating is a composite of wet and dry stopping distances and pedal feel. Braking
distance is from 60 mph, with no wheels locked. Emergency Handling Emergency Handling
Several factors go into the rating, including the avoidance maneuver speed and confidence, as
well as how the vehicle behaves when pushed to its limit. Ride Ride Our expert judgment of how
well the suspension isolates and absorbs road imperfections and how steady it keeps the body
on various road surfaces. Noise Noise Our expert judgment of the vehicle's interior noise level
in everyday driving. Front Seat Comfort Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable
the front seat is for drivers of various heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat Comfort Our
judgment of how comfortable the rear seat is for two passengers to sit across. Emissions
Emissions. Greenhouse Gas Greenhouse Gas The Greenhouse Gas Rating represents the
amount of carbon dioxide the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same model year.
This score from the EPA ranges from 1 worst to 10 best. Smog Rating Smog Rating The Smog
Rating represents the amount of health-damaging and smog-forming airborne pollutants the
vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same model year. Owner Reports. Worse Better.
Reliability History Reliability History The reliability charts are based on responses on hundreds
of thousands of vehicles from our latest Annual Auto Survey. Consumer Reports subscribers
reported on any serious problems they had with their vehicles during the past 12 months that
they considered serious because of cost, failure, safety, or downtime, in any of the trouble
spots included in the table below. The results are presented relative to the average model that
year. Extra weight is given to the more serious areas such as major engine or transmission

problems. Based on this data and further analysis, we predict reliability for the latest year. An X
indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. Engine Major Engine Major
Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain
or timing belt. Engine Minor Engine Minor Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer,
engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Engine Cooling Engine Cooling Radiator,
cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Transmission Major
Transmission Major Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement.
Transmission Minor Transmission Minor Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission
computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping
transmission. View all Reliability. Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction To learn about
satisfaction, CR has collected survey data from our annual survey on more than half a million
vehicles. Our subscribers provide great insights into their satisfaction by answering one simple
question: If they had it to do all over again, would they definitely buy or lease the same model?
In addition, respondents also rate their cars in six categories: driving experience, comfort,
value, styling, audio, and climate systems. Driving Experience Driving Experience Includes
acceleration and handling. Comfort Comfort Includes seats, climate control, noise, and ride.
Value Value Did you get what you wanted relative to the price you paid? Styling Styling How it
looks inside and out. View all Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. ABS available, standard
from Side air bags available from , standard from Head protection air bags and ESC standard
from Forward collision warning and automatic emergency braking available from Drive Wheels.
AWD , Front. Coverage varies among versions of this vehicle. Read more about extended
warranties. Body Styles. Transmissions Available. Engines Available. What Owners Say. They
replaced the compressor" Paul J. This caused the serpentine belt to also fail" James S. I guess
Honda planned this well" David C. Since my extended warranty expired 6 months earlier , I
called American Honda to see if they would cover any of the repair cost They offered to cover
Eighty five percent of the repair costs I accepted" James C. Compressor" Edward B.
Compressor is shot" Julie D. Before, the Ac compressor and clutch had to be replaced" Peter H.
Was covered by recall" L G. Dealer replaced under special warranty" Nikolas T. Did very little
driving in snow" P M. Very happy with the service from our dealership and with Honda's ability
to reduce our bill" Sheila C. Honda knew problem, issued "bulletin" but no recall" Alice F. Very
expensive" Albert M. Long story; Mark " Mark H. Later learned it was a recall and Honda
refunded money spent to repair" Carl K. No point in using a Honda one with known problems"
David C. Dealer claims operation is normal" William G. It was upsetting because it failed after
the extended warranty for this part" Jennifer P. Something was blocking the vents, even though
the car was producing heat" J M. No great surprise due to high mileage" C B. Dealer can't find
leak and just recharges" J D. First big probl" John T. Alignment "steering pulled to one side and
repair alighnment did not resolve the problem - ie: still need to solve. Their expense" Fred B.
Immediate repair was not required; I have been able to drive safely by periodically adding a
small amount of fluid to the power steering fluid reservoir" Anonymous, PA Honda CR-V EX 2.
Small leak, not worth addressing at this time, but annoying nonetheless due to replacement
cost" Paul S. Dealer replaced fluid and cleaned out the power steering reservoir" Paul S. City
needs more attention to streets" Noble H. Dealer replaced under extended warranty" Wm A.
Honda replaced both front struts at their expense" Fred B. Not only is it the steering wheel, but
now the rear view mirror vibrates as well" Vonna P. That shop will stand behind their repairs if
there is a problem" Eric G. A problem because my father uses an oxygen concentrator which
needs power so the battery doesn't discharge" Patricia T. We hope to get a refund from the
class action that we received in the mail" Ruth M. Normal problem for this model" Ronald W. I
end up at O'Reillys buying my own" Kathryn K. Also the rear passenger unlock mechanism
issues a loud shriek when the auto unlock button is activated" Julie D. When you accelerate, the
doors try to automatically lock and the same thing occurs" Robin S. Honda issued a recall
notice for this and it was recently fixed" Kristopher H. Alarm goes off when you hit lock twice"
Sarah W. It's been "repaired" twice" Albert M. Antilock system ABS "It has problems locking up
sometimes. So I went ahead and had the job done" Betty L. New pads, rotors turned, everything
is fine" Jill M. The pads were still fine" Michael A. The technician suggested that both rear
rotors be replaced before returning home" A L. Loose exterior trim or moldings "Wheelwell
liners coming loose - several fasteners found missing and liner started rubbing on tire. Dealer
has informed us this is a normal problem" Josh Z. Cost too much for me to repair this myself"
Sandra H. There was rust forming in t he same area" Jerome B. It is fading randomly and looks
twice as old as it should" Josh Z. Local dealer refused to even look at the problem" Michael C.
They've als" Maria L. I had to have a new one ordered and installed" Brent M. This is definitely
something I will consider when purchasing a new vehicle in the future" Vonna P. When driving
60 to 70 mph, it is almost impossible to carry on a conversation or hear the radio" Jeff L. We get

basic radio but the screen is really unUSble for anything else" Shawn N. Exhaust leaks "Joint
between 2 pipes opened and produced sound. It should not have disintegrated that quickly, but
they should have replaced it under warranty" Maria L. The shield itself is fine, other than it
splitting apart, so I am still using it" Dan F. It has been replaced twice and continues to crack" M
L. That then allowed the tailgate to open" Michael A. Repairs covered by Honda recall" L G.
Door would unlock spontaneously" Antonio T. Driveline vibration "Engine light was on.
Alternator "It just quit after and eleven years - I found that I was lucky to get home. I think I
should have replaced it many miles ago" Joan T. But it was the starter" K S. Emission control
devices includes EGR "Replaced all emissions system parts, one at a time, only to find that it
was the canister that had to be replaced. They fixed it, but since then my gas mileage has
slipped" Amy D. I have other emission problems" Michael C. Very dismayed at having to replace
this because everyone told me that the catalytic converter is supposed to last the life of the
vehicle" Anonymous, AZ Honda CR-V EX 2. This usually corrects itself" Rick W. As
recommended by maintenance minder systems" Jeffrey J. Torque converter "At speeds of it
would shutter. Accessory belts or pulleys "Serptintine belt had cracks found with recall of door
lock assembly" Robert S. Engine rebuild or replacement "valve job needed doing, and head
machined" Mike G. See All Trouble Spots. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory?
Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift.
It may not be the largest or the most powerful compact SUV, but the CR-V is an extremely
well-rounded runabout that should be high on your test-drive list. The Honda CR-V is
underpowered, sort of weird looking, doesn't have a third-row seat and no longer has a picnic
table built into its cargo bay. These are all criticisms that can be lobbed at the CR-V, but none
seem to matter much to American consumers. In , Honda's fully redesigned compact SUV was
the runaway best-selling sport-utility on the market, beating out nameplates like the RAV4,
Escape and Tahoe by tens of thousands. While sales are often a poor meter of a vehicle's worth,
in the CR-V's case, the American public has picked a winner. It's an extremely well-rounded
machine that successfully manages to be just what its name suggests -- a Comfortable
Runabout Vehicle. With high gas prices and growing environmental concerns, Americans are
turning to compact SUVs in record numbers for their ability to provide safe, family-friendly
utility while getting better gas mileage than larger models. The CR-V is one of the best at
accomplishing this mission. While lacking in power particularly on the highway , the CR-V's
horsepower four-cylinder engine delivers very good fuel efficiency. The CR-V's interior is its
best attribute, offering an impressively large and versatile cargo hold that tops out at 73 cubic
feet of space. Additionally, there are plenty of bins, cubbies and cupholders to stash things. The
reclining rear seat is spacious and comfortable, and it slides fore and aft to maximize rear
legroom or to get problematic kiddies closer to mom and dad. To more easily spot childhood
calamities, Honda has thoughtfully provided a "conversation" mirror spy mirror may be more
appropriate built into the overhead console's sunglasses holder. Today, this segment is one of
the most competitive and popular, with at least 16 models competing for Americans' hearts,
minds and checkbooks. All are deserving of a good long look, but the Honda CR-V is an
excellent choice that does a great many things very well. The EX comes with alloy wheels, a
sunroof, rear tinted glass, steering-wheel-mounted audio controls, a removable trunk shelf and
a six-speaker stereo that comes with an in-dash six-CD changer. The top-of-the-line CR-V EX-L
adds leather upholstery, a power driver seat, front seat heaters, upgraded exterior trim,
dual-zone automatic climate control, a leather-wrapped steering wheel, a front center console
instead of the retractable tray , satellite radio and a premium sound system with seven speakers
and a subwoofer. The lone option is a touchscreen navigation system that includes a rearview
camera and digital audio card reader. With the navigation system, the premium sound system's
CD changer migrates to the center console and a single-CD player is added behind the
retracting touchscreen. The CR-V is powered by a 2. The engine comes paired to a five-speed
automatic transmission, and buyers have a choice of front-wheel drive or an all-wheel-drive
system that only apportions power to the rear wheels when front slippage occurs. In
performance testing, an all-wheel-drive CR-V went from zero to 60 mph in 9. What it lacks in
quickness, it makes up for in fuel economy, however. All major safety features are standard on
the Honda CR-V, including antilock disc brakes, stability control, front-seat side airbags and
full-length side curtain airbags. A backup camera is available only on EX-L models equipped
with the navigation system, but Honda dealers can sell you parking sensors for lower-line
models. The CR-V performed extremely well in government crash tests, earning a perfect five
stars across the board for front and side crash protection. Like other Hondas, it feels light on its
feet, with well-weighted steering that provides excellent feedback. Ride quality is composed and
comfortable, and the cabin is well-insulated from the road noise that plagued past CR-Vs. The
brakes are also an area worth commending, as pedal action is smooth and consistent. Of

course, the CR-V Achilles' heel continues to be its overwhelmed four-cylinder engine, and
highway passing can be an adventure. Perhaps the best attribute of the CR-V is its attractive yet
practical cabin design. Honda's designers sweated every detail. Not only are the controls and
instrumentation ergonomically correct, but there are numerous parent-friendly conveniences as
well. For starters, the wide-opening rear doors and lightweight rear liftgate make it simple to
load infants and their strollers. We especially like the multiple detents on the rear doors, which
keep them from swinging back in tight parking spaces. From the front seat, you can monitor
toddlers via the conversation mirror built into the sunglasses holder, while the folding center
tray in LX and EX models allows for hasty dashes to the backseat. Luggage capacity measures
With the rear seats folded, the CR-V can hold 73 cubic feet of cargo. Doing so could save you
hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales
and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to
buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from
our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have
identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Honda CR-V. Is it better to
lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to
go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly
payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand,
can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone
who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Engine and transmission can
be overwhelmed by hilly stretches of highway. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See
all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Changes for the Honda CR-V are
restricted to the EX-L trim level, which gains an eight-way power driver seat, dual-zone
automatic climate control and the premium sound system that could previously only be had
with the optional navigation system. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. Average 26 mpg
mixed driving. Drove mi cross country, with cargo tray on hitch lbs of stuff on it, lb dog inside
with seats folded down of course, 70 mph and I averaged 30 mpg on hwy. Power is good for a 4
cyl and a lb car. The design of the cars interior will grow on you, very thoughtful and utilitarian
design that you will appreciate the longer you drive it. It is a car that is a good compromise of
reliability,room, and economy! I had a Suburban that could not pass a repair shop. The CRV
likes to pass gas stations and thats great! Read less. Remarkably trouble free and still fun to
drive. Replaced front brake pads only and rotors milled at 90, miles I know!! Never had a vehicle
even near this long lasting. Oil changes every 3 or 4K. Still safely on 3rd set of tires, largely
because the 2nd set High grade Michelins lasted for 65k. That's it! Other than gasoline honest
24mpg city, 28mpg highway. That CR-V is simply the best overall vehicle I have ever owned. We
love our CRV. We love the cargo capacity and we have hauled just about everything you can
think of. We love the comfort of the interior and have taken many driving trips in it. Except that
now that it is a bit older and the ride is getting a little bumpy, there is nothing we can say that's
negative about this car. When we trade it, it will be to get a newer one. We're just that satisfied.
Reliability and comfort in an affordable SUV. Other than low fuel economy 19 miles in the city
and a design issue with the cargo space rear seat supports narrow the floor space in the center
of cargo area , I love my Honda CR-V. Good pickup and handling, comfortable seating and
decent electronics make this a great all-around auto. I'm the original owner and have had no
major issues and costs to maintain my CR-V have been excellent. Will keep her as long as she
will run! Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of
Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed
this also viewed 3. Sponsored cars related to the CR-V. Sign Up. A majority of all used US
imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to

Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying
Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to
help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market
leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained
eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to
buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service
history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the
service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records.
Make a VIN Search. You have no vehicle information saved in your Honda Owners account.
Vehicle Specifications. Print Specs. Back to top. Engine Type. Displacement cc. Torque lb. Bore
and Stroke mm. Compression Ratio. Valve Train. Multi-Point Fuel Injection. Direct Ignition
System with Immobilizer. May vary with driving conditions. See your owner's manual for more
details. Unit-Body Construction. MacPherson Strut Front Suspension. Multi-Link Rear
Suspension. Stabilizer Bar mm. Steering Wheel Turns, Lock-to-Lock. Steering Ratio. Turning
Diameter, Curb-to-Curb ft. All-Season Tires. Wheelbase in. Length in. Height in. Width in. Track
in. Ground Clearance in. Curb Weight lbs. Towing Capacity lbs. Headroom in. Legroom in.
Shoulder Room in. Hiproom in. Cargo Volume cu. Passenger Volume cu. Seating Capacity.
Crankcase qt. Coolant System qt. Fuel gal. Required Fuel. Use for comparison purposes only.
Do not compare to models before Your actual mileage will vary depending on how you drive and
maintain your vehicle. Adjustable Front Seat Belt Anchors. Side Curtain Airbags with Rollover
Sensor. Brake Assist. Side-Impact Door Beams. Child-Proof Rear Door Locks. Immobilizer
Theft-Deterrent System. Remote Entry System. Chrome Grille. Chrome Window Trim. Chrome
Rear License Trim. Multi-Reflector Halogen Headlights. Variable Intermittent Windshield Wipers.
Heat-Rejecting Green-Tinted Glass. Folding Power Side Mirrors. Full-Length Brakelights. Rear
Privacy Glass. Security System. Air Conditioning with Air-Filtration System. Power Door and
Tailgate Locks. Cruise Control. Tilt and Telescopic Steering Column. Steering Wheel-Mounted
Audio Controls. Retractable Center Tray Table. Driver's and Front Passenger's Vanity Mirrors.
Conversation Mirror with Sunglasses Holder. Instrument Pa
dodge caravan electrical problems
2004 sebring engine
dodge calibur
nel-Mounted Shifter. Beverage Holders, Front and Rear 8 total. Upper and Lower Glove
Compartments. Underseat Storage Bin. Door-Pocket Storage Bins. Map Lights. Ambient
Console Lighting. Driver-Side Garment Hook. Remote Fuel Filler Door Release. Rear Window
Defroster. Rear-Seat Heater Ducts. Floor Mats. Dual Deck Cargo Shelf. Cargo Area Tie-Down
Anchors 4 total. Cargo Area Light. Driver's Seat with Manual Height Adjustment. Head
Restraints at all Seating Positions. CD Text Display Capability. White and Blue Back-lit Gauges.
Digital Odometer and Digital Trip Meters 2. Exterior Temperature Indicator. Average Fuel
Consumption Indicator. Miles-to-Empty Indicator. Low-Fuel Indicator. Low-Oil Pressure
Indicator. Body-Colored Door Handles. Leather-Wrapped Steering Wheel. Center Console.
Leather-Trimmed Seats and Armrests. Heated Front Seats. Driver's Seat with 8-Way Power
Adjustment. Driver's Seat with Power Lumbar Support. Digital Audio-Card Reader. Choose a
Year and Model to View YEAR MODEL.

